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ABSTRACT

We propose a new superfield for d = 4 , N = 1 superstring that is invariant under the
general reparametrizations of d = 2, N = 2 world-sheet superspace. This action turns out to
be determined in terms of properly constrained world-sheet superfields recently revealed in the
framework of the PBGS (Partial Breaking of Global Super symmetry) theory. An equivalence to
the sigma model representation for heterotic d = 4 superstring is achieved by local supersymmetry
gauge fixing.
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l.The formulation of super p-branes via the non-linear realization of partial breaking
global supersymmetry (PBGS) allows one to obtain a new very suggestive superfield repre-
sentation for the corresponding actions [1-8]. This approach explains the origin of any su-
per p-brane in terms of the topological soliton solution of appropriate higher-dimensional
(d > p + 1) supersymmetric field theory [5], In the ordinary component formulation,the
actions for super p-branes with various p seem rather different. However, we should point
out that some of them amount to one and the same form of "master" action,provided
we couple them to the supersymmetric field theory with nontrivial topology. The most
remarkable feature of the master action is its unified geometrical structure which Joes not
depend on the form of the prototype field theory and determined solely by the symmetry
properties of the vacuum soliton solutions one start with. The method of its construction
has been proposed in [6,7] as an extension of the analogous method known in the frame-
work of the superfield models with totally broken rigid supersymmetry [9]. As a result, a
new purely geometrical formulation of the simplest super p-brane, massive d = 2, N — 1
superparticle (p = 0), was deduced in terms of properly constrained world-line
superfields [7,8J.

This letter is devoted to generalization of this approach to the case of d — 4, N = 1
superstring (p = 1). We shall obtain the previously unknown world-sheet superfield
master action for these super p-branes in a simple algorithmic way. Let us notice that the
latter may be represented in the "p-independent" form which is similar to that for the
master action of the massive d = 2, N = \ superparticle. In the specific gauge, this
action is proved to admit the Wess-Zumino sigma model superfield representation for
superstring action guessed in [8,11].

We hope that the master action approach promises to be efficient for the other higher-
dimentional super p-branes.

2.For the beginning we adopt the following basis transformations in the d = 4, N = 1
superspace i?4!4 = {zM} = {xm,e»,V} :

tt =

Mm = —

where the world-sheet superspace R2^2 = {(} = {-s*,-?-, f ) and corresponding superfields
Xm(C), \P**(C)> ^ ( 0 specify the position of the superstring in the target superspace. The
coordinates {y,y, 0,8} may be interpreted as the displacements perpendicular to the su-
perstring. The commuting spinor superfield £** standing in eqs.f 1) is related to the analogous
spinor £1" by the completeness conditions

Thus,for any superfield theory, we have a change of variables which connects the linear basis



of supersymmetry R4^4 with the curvilinear one H4 '4 = {zM} = {(,y,y,0,0}- The last
conditions specify the world-sheet embedding into the target superspace for superstring.

Let us now look for the symmetry transformations that preserve this imbedding. It is
easy to see that,besides the usual rigid supertranslations,

6Xm = i(tf«rm£-«Tm*), (3)
e"= e

modulo Lorentz SL(2,C) rotations, there are two essential kinds of a new symmetries
that leave eqs.(l) invariant. First, we may introduce the group of general diffeomorphisms
acting on the coordinates of the world-stieet superspace

6s± = E±, (4)
8r = A,
Sf = A,

E± = £*(C),
A = A(C),

providing all the d = 2 superfields in (1) are transformed as scalars

8Xm = Xm'{(')-Xm(() = 0 (5)

and so on. On the other hand, the commuting spinor superfields in (1) may be considered
to be defined only up to the multiplication on the right by arbitrary elements of the group
Uc(l) '

5ft" = aft", (6)

a = a(C)

(in order to compensate the field transformations (6) in (1) one must accompany them
by the appropriate "rotations" of coordinates 6 and y). Thus,superfields fiM and SK can
be regarded as a Lorentz harmonics relating SX(2,C) spinors to the Uc(l) ones.

It was shown in [7] that the gauge freedom (4) allows one to achieve the irreducible
field content of the theory discussed. To proceed correctly, however, one must impose
before the gauge fixing the covariant constraints

= 0, ujm = dXm + iy<Tmd$ - id^>amW (7)
xNote that the spinors £2** and E^ may be identified with the elements of a unimodular 2x1 complex

matrix parametrizing the coset space S£(2, C)fUciX)



The "physical gauge" corresponding to the complete fixing of the superstring gauge
freedom is defined by

X°±X3 .
— = 5 X \bl = T U> = & (R\

X1 ± iX2 ..^

We have checked in [7] that in the gauge (8) the component contents of the unremovable
Goldstone supernelds X± coincide with those found in ref. [1]. Another gauge,that is
the superstring analog of the conformal gauge for the d = 2 massive superparticle, was
presented in [8]. Here we shall deduce the action for the heterotic d = 4 superstring, the
gauge freedom of which is completely relaxed

3.Following the PBGS reasoning, let us write down the action

5 = 2' (AX + h.c.) , (9)

where A is the Grassmannian odd Lagrange multiplier and the coodinate change zM -* zN

is determined by eqs. (1). This action is manifestly invariant both under the world-
sheet diffeomorphisms (4) and Lorentz group. But the target space supersymmetry is not
evident altogether. To do it moretransparentone should pass to appropriate gauge. The
transformations (4) imply that the superfield A can be completely gauged away

A = T. (10)

As a result of this gauge fixing, the superfield parameter A becomes constrained. Let us
consider now the"double analyticity" conditions proposed in [8]

% - 0, DW = 0, ~DX% = 0, £tf" = 0, (11)

where
(12)

and

l (13)

are the bosonic coordinates of chiral subspace in the target superspace. The conditions
(11) reduce the group of general reparametrizations (4) down to its heterotic N — (2,0)
superconforrnal subgroup. It is important to emphasize that in this gauge, the flat deriva-
tives D and D are transformed homogeneously [8]. Having understood this and taking
account of transformations (6) one may to subject the harmonic superfields SM by the
following covariant constraints

(14)

•m »•'"•"<«



This means that we make the identification between the parameters of £/<?(!) rotations
in (6) and the analogous "induced" transformations for flat derivatives in the conformal
gauge (11).

Finally, in order to recover the conventional superstring action from (9), one should
impose the further constraint

X = 0 . (15)

where

J = W > _ m , _ (16)
u£ = d±Xm

Note that this constraint cancels the dependence of E~ in eqs.(4) upon the second l igh t -
cone variable s+. Collecting together all the constraints (10), (11), (14), (15) and sub-
stituting them into the action (9) we get

S = ft2 J d3(u;™y<7mm. (17)

This expression is easily recognized as the Berkovits action for the heterotic d = 4, N = 1
superstring [11] (see also [8]).

Thus,we see that the minimal superfield d = 4 superstring action naturally arises in
the framework of low-energy supersymmetric field theory provided the superfield action
of the linear realization of global supersymmetry from which one starts with, contains the
vortex-type static solution (e.g., superHiggs model).

4. Here, without entering into technical details, we present only one result that is based
upon the change of variables method. It has been argued in [8] that the PBGS arguments
may provide a key to answer the question of how to generalize this approach to other
higher-dimensional supersymmetric extended objects. The most interesting question is,
of course, d = 10 superstring. It is remarkable that the crucial condition (14) admits the
straightforward generalization to this case

XA = DAWi{s±,rB), (18)

where $ / x ,^ = 1, ...,16, denotes the d = 10, N = 1 target superspace Grassmann coordi-
nate as a d = 10 spinor and A = 1, ...,8 is the index of the 8a fundamental representation
of 50(8). We hope to report on th i s investigation in future publications.
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